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Congratulations! 

PREMA General Manager, Ryan Rieber recently  

recognized Janet Toedtli, Billing Accountant, for 10 years 

of service.  Thank you Janet, for your continued service to 

PREMA and our members. 
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   Faith Rohrbouck 

Outdoor Safety during a Thunderstorm 

Lightning can strike up to 10 miles from the area in which it is raining and you do not have to see 

clouds. This means that if you can hear thunder, you’re within striking distance, and it is time to 

take safe shelter. When the storm is over, wait 30 minutes after the last lightning strike you see 

before going back outside. 

If caught outdoors during a thunderstorm and unable to take shelter in an enclosed building, 

take the following precautions: 

 Try to take shelter in a vehicle with a solid metal roof. Close the windows, and avoid contact 
with electrical conducting paths—such as the steering wheel, ignition, gear shifter, or radio. 

 Do not seek shelter under tall, solitary trees; canopies; small picnic or rain shelters; or in any 
open-frame vehicles such as jeeps, convertibles, golf carts, tractors, or mowers. 

 Avoid water, high ground, or open spaces. 

 Do not stand near power, light, or flag poles; machinery; fences; gates; metal bleachers; or 
even other people. If you are in a group, spread out so that you are at least 20 feet apart. 

 If your skin tingles or your hair stands on end, lightning may be about to strike. Squat down 
low to the ground with your head between your knees making yourself the smallest target  
possible. 

 If a person is struck by lightning, call 911 and care for the victim immediately. You are not in 

danger of being electrocuted by the victim.  

 More information on lightning safety can be found at the National Oceanic and  

Atmospheric Administration website at www.lightningsafety.noaa.gov. Additional information on 

storm safety can be found at SafeElectricity.org.  

http://www.lightningsafety.noaa.gov
http://SafeElectricity.org
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It’s Time for Spring Safety Checks 
 

As long as you’re doing spring cleaning and putting the house in order for nice weather, check for  
accidents-waiting-to-happen in your home, especially those that involve electricity.  

Conduct an audit of your home—something you should turn into an annual ritual. Check that all of your  
appliances are still in working order by turning them on and off, listening to the sound of the motor (is it “normal?”) 
and inspecting their cords and plugs for damage. 

Some more quick tips:  

 If you have young children at home, plug 
wall outlets with child-safety caps. 

 Replace appliances whose cords are frayed 
or worn. You can’t fix those. 

 Resolve to buy new appliances that have 
the thumbs-up from an  
independent testing laboratory like  
Underwriters Laboratories. 

 Choose light bulbs with the correct wattage 
for each lamp and overhead light fixture. 
You’ll find the maximum safe wattage  
imprinted on the fixture. 

 Get those electrical cords out from under your carpets! Covering cords can cause them to overheat and start a 
fire. 

 Put your extension cords away. They’re not meant for everyday use. 

 Install waterproof covers on your outdoor outlets. 


